
Great CEOs are Consistent, 
Persistent Communicators.
Great CEOs and C‑suite executives never underestimate the power and influence their message can 
have on the business.

They realize a crystal‑clear message — that generates strategically aligned decisions and actions — 
is what separates high‑performing companies from the also‑rans. 

However, most CEOs underestimate what it takes to formulate a message employees truly embrace 
and the work required to convert that message into desired business results. 



GREAT CEOS ARE CONSISTENT, PERSISTENT COMMUNICATORS.

Great CEO communicators don’t make this mistake. They spend a significant 
amount of time working with experts to formulate their message. They 
get outside counsel to ensure that message is relevant and resonates 
with stakeholders up and down the organization. They also put “control 
mechanisms” in place to ensure the message does not get diluted as it 
filters its way through the organization and into the customer experience. 

One of the great CEO communicators was Jack Welch. Like him or hate him, he 
knew how to convert a message into action. In the book, “Jacked Up”  
the author describes how Welch took the time to review every senior-  
level presentation his top team delivered at the company. Some would 
say he did this because he was a control freak. However, great CEO  
communicators see the genius in this disciplined action. 

Welch put this process in place to make sure his message was understood  
by leaders, translated correctly and delivered consistently up and down 
the organization. Great CEO communicators realize this is just one of 
many control mechanisms they must put in place if they want the  
message to manifest itself into desired business outcomes. 

A recent Harvard Business Review article said, “Understanding the  
importance of being understood is what makes great CEOs great  
communicators.” However, in today’s always‑on, noisy and hyper-  
connected business world, being heard  — much less understood  —  
has become extremely challenging for CEOs. That’s why CEOs must be 
extremely intentional about formulating and managing their message.  
To do this, they need to get outside counsel, put rigorous processes in 
place and follow a disciplined cadence. 

Ultimately, as the CEO, if you want strategic initiatives to translate into business 
results — you must put strategic message development, delivery and management 
at the top of your priority list.

Is this a priority for you? Let’s see. What’s your message around  
the company’s …

>  Fiscal year business priorities?

>  Primary market or customer opportunities?

>  Latest organizational change initiative?

>  Recent merger or acquisition?

>  Vision, mission, values and culture?

If none of these are relevant, pick one of your top initiatives.



GREAT CEOS ARE CONSISTENT, PERSISTENT COMMUNICATORS.

What message are you delivering to ensure its success? 
Do leaders understand the message? Are they translating  
it correctly and consistently? Is that message driving  
desired actions from frontline employees? Is your  
message positively impacting business results? 

The Harvard Business Review article I referenced earlier 
went on to say … 

“… if people can’t constructively  
enhance and advance the CEO’s  
essential message inside the  
enterprise and out, then something  
is profoundly wrong with either the 
people, the message, or the CEO.” 

Are your strategic initiatives being operationalized in a  
consistent, comprehensive and effective manner?

If not, does the blame lie on your people? Your message? 
Or, the fact that you have not yet put all the pieces in 
place for you to become a great CEO communicator? 

OnMessage is a management consulting firm 

that specializes in helping C‑suite executives 

formulate intentional messaging and  

communication strategies that create clarity  

in the minds of employees and customers. 

Clarity that increases employee engagement, 

improves the customer experience and  

maximizes organizational performance.  

Learn more at www.itsonmessage.com.

http://www.itsonmessage.com


This article is an excerpt from CEO Communicator, the monthly magazine published by OnMessage.  
This publication is specifically for C-Suite and Communications Executives who want to improve 
organizational clarity, alignment and performance. To download full issues of CEO Communicator 
Magazine, go to www.itsonmessage.com.
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About OnMessage:
OnMessage is the B2B communications consultancy executives call when it counts. When strategic shifts in the business take place, when  
financial performance is on the line and when the message absolutely must deliver material business results. OnMessage specializes in  
helping C-suite and communications executives …
 

> Reposition and differentiate their businesses
>  Produce laser focused messaging / positioning for new product and service launches
>  Establish clear, compelling messaging for specific industries and geographic markets
>  Communicate changes in vision / strategy or leadership inside and outside of their organizations
>  Develop effective communication programs in support of M&A integration and other organizational changes

 
For the last 16 years, OnMessage has earned trust and respect from executives around the world.
 

>  Trusted Advisor to 100’s of C-Suite Executives
>  500+ B2B Mid-Market and Fortune 1000 Companies Served
>  600+ Strategic Messaging Engagements Delivered
>  +250 Successful Product Messaging/Positioning Platforms Developed
>  75+ Years of Combined M&A Communication & Integration Experience
>  50+ Years of Combined Organizational Communications Expertise
>  16-Years of Consistently Exceeding Client Requirements

 
Let us earn your trust. Request an engagement briefing and learn more about our firm at www.itsonmessage.com.
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